Memorandum
To:
Town Council
From:
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
Date:
August 9, 2019
Re:
August 14, 2019 Town Council Meeting
Conditional Use Permit: Transient Lodging Facility – 1001 Zion Park Boulevard - #2,
Christine and James Wolken
Overview
Christine and James Wolken have requested approval of a conditional use permit for a transient lodging
facility at 1001 Zion Park Boulevard - #2, in the Juniper Grove subdivision (formerly known as Sol Town).
There are eight residential units in four duplex buildings in Juniper Grove. This conditional use permit
request only applies to one of the units (unit # 2, parcel number S-SOLT-2). The property is located in the
Village Commercial (VC) zone. The transient lodging facility will be a short-term rental consisting of one
transient lodging unit.
Applicable Ordinances
The Council should review the following code chapters or sections:
1. Chapter 10-11B: Village Commercial Zone
2. Chapter 10-3A: Conditional Uses
Staff Analysis
The Town Code contains general and specific standards to evaluate all conditional use permit requests.
If the proposal complies, or can be made to comply through the imposition of reasonable conditions, to
the established standards the town must approve the conditional use permit. If the request cannot
comply with established standards the town may deny the conditional use permit.
The Town Council should determine if the proposed transient lodging facility will comply with the
standards in the ordinance.
General Standards
There are six general standards with which all conditional permit requests must comply (see section 103A-4). Staff’s analysis of the applicant’s request with respect to these standards follows:
A. The proposed use shall comply with all applicable land use standards contained in this title.
The proposed use, a transient lodging facility, is allowed as a conditional use in the VC zone.
The property is currently in compliance with all applicable land use standards.
The proposed transient lodging facility will share a parking area with the other seven residential units in
the Juniper Grove development. The proposed transient lodging facility will require three parking spaces
(one for the unit plus two employee spaces). The other seven residences in Juniper Grove require two
parking spaces each (a total of 14 required spaces). The required parking for the transient lodging facility

plus the residential use of the other seven residences is 17 parking spaces. There are 19 parking spaces
currently developed in the common parking area at Juniper Grove.
B. The proposed use shall not unreasonably interfere with the lawful use of surrounding properties.
The subject property is in the center of the Town, in the most densely and intensely developed area of
the Town. There are already many transient lodging facilities in the immediate area. It is unlikely that
the proposed use will interfere with the lawful use of the surrounding properties.
C. The proposed use shall not create a need for essential municipal services which cannot be reasonably
met within three (3) months and the party seeking the conditional use is willing and able to contribute to
the cost of said services.
The proposed use will not create a need for municipal services that cannot be currently handled.
D. The proposed use shall not emit excessive noise, or noxious odors, and shall not otherwise adversely
impact the quality of air or water.
1. If located either in or less than one hundred feet (100') from a residential zone, the
proposed use shall not create loud noise that is sustained for more than one minute and is
perceptible on a residentially zoned property after the hour of eleven o'clock (11:00) P.M. or
before the hour of seven o'clock (7:00) A.M.
The property is adjacent to residentially zoned properties. The Commission may wish to impose a
condition of approval that requires the transient lodging facility to avoid making loud noises between
the hours of 11:00 PM and 7:00 AM.
E. If located immediately adjacent to a residential zone, the proposed use shall provide a screening fence
or wall at least six feet (6') in height along the common boundary between the proposed use and the
residential zone.
The property is adjacent to a residential zone on the south. There is already a screen fence and screen
vegetation between the subject property and the residentially zoned property.
F. If the proposed use is projected to generate more than ten (10) vehicular trips per day, the use must be
located on a dedicated public street.
The proposed transient lodging facility is unlikely to generate more than 10 vehicular trips per day. The
property is accessed by a driveway that extends to Zion Park Boulevard, a dedicated public street.
Specific Standards
There are three specific standards with which all transient lodging facilities must comply (see section 103A-5(E)(15)). Staff’s analysis of the applicant’s request with respect to these standards follows:
A. Access and entrances to guest rooms (including rear patios and balconies) must be placed and
oriented to have as minimal an impact on surrounding properties as possible.
The front entrance to the facility is the front door of the existing single-family residence. This entrance
will not have a significant impact on the surrounding properties. The entrance to the backyard area is
screened from adjacent properties by fencing and vegetation such that it will not have an impact on the
surrounding properties.
B. Outdoor gathering areas (pools, patios, courtyards, etc.) must be located such that they will not cause
unreasonable increases in noise, lighting or other impacts on surrounding residentially zoned property.

(2)

There is an outdoor patio in the backyard that is near an adjacent residentially zoned property.
However, this patio area is well screened from the residential property by a fence and mature
vegetation. This screening, combined with the fact that the transient lodging facility will accommodate
a maximum of three guests, will mitigate the noise and lighting impacts on adjacent properties.
C. Outdoor lighting must be designed such that no light source is visible beyond the property boundaries.
All exterior lights must use full cut off fixtures.
As shown in the applicant’s photographs, all lighting associated with the proposed use will meet this
standard.
Public Comment
Staff has not received any written public comment on this proposal. During the Planning Commission’s
public hearing one member of the community addressed the Commission in support of the proposed
the proposed transient lodging facility.
Planning Commission Findings and Recommendation
The Planning Commission found that the proposed transient lodging facility will comply with all
applicable standards for issuing conditional use permits, and has recommended approval of the
conditional use permit. The Commission’s motion of approval is reproduced below.
Motion made by Joe Pitti to approve the Conditional Use Permit for a transient lodging facility at 1001
Zion Park Boulevard, Unit #2 by Christine and James Wolken. The Commission finds the applicant has
met the six general standards and the three specific standards as they relate to the conditional use for
nightly rentals. They comply with use of the Village Commercial Zone and Conditional Uses as
identified in Chapter 10-11B and Chapter 10-3A. With the condition that the transient lodging facility
avoid making loud noises between the hours of 11:00pm and 7:00am; seconded by Allan Staker.
Staker: Aye
Young: Aye
Elger: Aye
Pitti: Aye
Burns: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.

(3)

10-3A-4: General
Standards
Apply to all applicable lan use
standards.
-Enclosed you will find required adequate parking Section 1 (arial
photos)
-proper landscaping requirements Section 2 Over the years, we have planted numerous native
trees, and some already established trees which help create a shade canopy but also a green
scape and water mitigation for our area. Attached you will find photos of the landscaping and
vegetation that is well established in the parking area and also on our property.
Native Ash: 7 Juniper Evergreen: 10 Mondale Pines: 4 Purple Leaf Plum: 1 Elm: 6 Box Elder:
2, Pecan:1
Additional Screened Vegatation: wisteria, globe mallow, Mexican primrose, landscaped rock
benches for sitting in the shade, large diamond cut quarried rock perimeter designating parking
lot area for vehicles.
B. Use shall not unreasonably interfere with lawful use of surrounding
properties
Surrounding properties are already zones Village Commercial or Central Commercial with one
in the back for Zion Adventure Company employees zoned Valley Residential. This property
already sits in the Village Commercial Zone. Directly adjacent to our property are already
multiple CUP approved rentals including the From’s property which they use as a VRBO, and
also Namaste which is another nightly rental along with Mavis’s nightly rental and now Rob’s
and at the De Zion gallery. The property sits behind the central commercial zone already with
the hardware store and Max’s Sol Town grocery store. We are simply requesting the same as
the others in the same area as we are VC.

It is important for us to clarify that we will not be adding any trips via cars to the area or more
people with a max of 3 people and one vehicle when, and if, we rent it. It is our primary
residence and our home that we have invested in.. we have no desire to maximize profit, or
allow more that 3 people maximum on property for our own protection of our home. We also will
not allow pets, as we want as little impact as possible not only on the zone, but our very home
also is our personal life long investment. Really, all we request to do is protect our investment in
the zone we are regulated to do so without impact to surrounding areas. At this time, the impact
is really surrounding us, and our impact will be no greater if perhaps even less than the current
status.

If we may also add for the section that is potential concern (the small back area that is ZAC staff
and is zone VR, I included pictures for you to see how far the outdoor seating area is from them
and also the 6 foot wooden fence, plus bamboo fencing plus mature covered landscape in that
area. Finally, you can see on their side of the property is their shed and their outdoor seating
area is on the other side of substantial screening. If anything, we will have a max of 3 people
with no pets aloud, as this is our home. While most nights we hear more from the ZAC kids
“partying” and all their dogs then we do respectful one night renters who occupy us from all
sides- including the Fromm’s property, Namaste, Mavis’s nightly rental, and now DeZion nightly
rentals. We are completely surrounded on every other side by nightly rentals or major
commercial entities including the hardware store and grocery store.
C. The proposed use shall not create a need for essential Municipal Services which cannot be
met within 3 months and the parity seeking the CU is willing to contribute to cost of said
services.
Property won’t change and is already established and will just be used by 3 people max. We
already use it as our primary residence. No need to create anything and use will not change as
we will have the same amount of people creating the same impact and no additional impact.

D. The proposed use shall not emit excessive noise, or noxious odors and shall not adversely
effect the impact of quality air and water.
This is important to us also as residents when things were changing around us to nightly
rentals. We do have an outdoor garden space that has an outdoor grill and seating area. While
this does promote people being outside, we again will not allow more than 3 guests at a time,
respect to quite hours, and the outdoor space is as far removed from other neighboring
properties already either VC or CC and we have the area completely walled, covered in
greenscape, and with a 6ft. Cedar Wood fence with then an additional bamboo fencing on the
side that is VC as a residence we have a 4 ft thick concrete stucco wall along the entire
perimeter with additional trees and completely landscape covered along that whole perimeter
also. (See pictures attached on all sides of the backyard) Also, we have nothing that would emit
noxious fumes or anything.
(Add images here from all sides of
property)

1. If located either in or less than one hundred feet from a residential zone the proposed
use shall
not create loud noise that is sustained for more than one minute and perceptible on a

residentially zoned property after the hour of 11 o’clock PM. Or before the hour of 7
a.m. There is no residential zone within 100 feet of our property so this doesn’t’ apply
to us, but we again we plan on the same impact as currently since we will apply the
same standard of operation as is currently there and do not want any loud noises
emitted from our property E. If located immediately adjacent to a residential zone, the
proposed use shall provide a screening fence
or wall at least six feet in height along the common
boundary.
(Show pics of fence and vegetative screen already in place
there)
F. IF the proposed use is projected to generate more that 10 vehicular trips per day, the use
must be
located on a dedicated
street.

-We will not be adding any vehicular trips to the area. We will not be on premises when renting
nor will
we be hiring any employees for the 3 people max we will allow on our 1 bedroom unit. In
addition, it is not our desire nor intent to rent this out on a consistent basis as this is our
primary home. It is an attempt to protect our property from any additional impact.

0-3A-5 Specific
Standards
E. Transient
Lodging
a. Access and entrances to guestrooms (including near patios and balconies) must be
placed and oriented to have as minimal impact on surrounding properties as possible.
We don’t have any balconies and we have 2 back doors that open to the backyard ( see photos
of our backdoors and their location in proximity to neighboring property for PC) but they are as
close to our back of the house and are not near the surrounding properties so they will not
have an impact. No second story so no guest can impact the surrounding properties by looking
in or over the tall fences and screened vegetation.
b. outdoor gathering areas (pools, patio, courtyards etc) located such that they will not cause
Unreasonable increases in noise, lighting, or other impacts on surrounding residentially zoned
property.

Again, the only thing we have is our outdoor grill and covered patio which as we have
described has downcast lighting and is as far from residental as possible in the pictures
we have added for you. In addition, when the From’s (adjecent to us) turned their house
into a nightly rental, a 6 ft cedar fence was built all along the property and screened
vegatation planted on their side. We already had full mature trees planted along with
addiotnal landscaping to mitigate impact.

(Attach photos here of shed, raised beds, fence and screen and also the outdoor lighting down
shielded for PC)
In this standard, again we have screens and fences and coverage on all sides including the VC
sides but the Zion Adventure Company side is zoned Valley Residential. So, the outdoor
seating area we have and Viking range grill are on the opposite and furthest from the section of
the property. It is also screened by our outdoor shed and 4 garden raised beds along with a
vegetation screen and fencing. And again, no more than 3 people will be allowed and no pets
will be allowed so it will be no additional noise etc than James, myself and our chocolate lab
Buster generate. It will actually be less since we do not allow pets.
As far as lighting is concerned, we deeply respect the night sky and all of our lighting is
downcast and minimal. We love the night sky and you will see our lighting is limited and
downcast for your review. I attached the photos of the lights we have. We have one 30 watt bulb
at the front of the house that is completely shielded and was approved by the city initially and
when the town redid their night sky audit, our parking lot (no lights whatsoever) and our property
met all night sky ordinance compliance standards including the 20 watt completely shielded 6
dimming patio lights we have included for your review. We really do not have lighting because
even James and i want to see the night sky and are strong proponents of night sky protection.
Which, we will educate others about should we decide to open our home to renters.

Finally, if you have any questions or concerns, we completely respect your intent in reviewing
the CUP for transient lodging and support the commission in its desire to protect the village
scape ambience of the town. As a long standing member of this community, we appreciate your
efforts and we simply wish to protect our home and long term investment here in our home.
Feel free to contact us directly with any questions as we would like a transparent and open
review. We are simply requesting what we have been zoned for and entitled to as property
owners and community residents.

